86 kawasaki vulcan

The VNA has a shaft drive. Kawasaki also made the now rare VZ variant with chromed wheel
arches and other subtle differences. Apart from paint schemes the Vulcan remained largely
unchanged throughout its year production run with only minor adjustments to components.
Kawasaki introduced the Vulcan in as an entry level cruiser. The series 2 was fitted with a chain
drive and five-speed transmission to reduce cost and was produced in both Classic and Drifter
variations. It had a 6 speed transmission and belt final drive. Both versions were available as
models. With the ENC the ergonomics changed as well as the engine tuning. New cam shaft
profiles and slightly lower compression pistons moved the power band down to increase low
end torque. Also the carburetors were downsized from 34mm to 32mm. The belt final drive was
replaced with a chain. The Vulcan LTD was discontinued after the model year for a nearly 20
year production run. Introduced in with an Ergo-Fit system designed for better custom comfort
adjustability for different rider sizes. A choice of three foot peg positions, three seats and two
handlebars are available to choose from, at time of purchase. The engine is a cc parallel twin
derived from the Ninja Retuned, heavier flywheel and redesigned intake give the Vulcan S more
low and mid range torque. It has very non traditional cruiser looks with a unique frame and
suspension layout. All Specs via [1]. It has a The Vulcan Drifter ceased production in The
Meanstreak was introduced in and lasted 2 years, before giving way to the Meanstreak. This
performance version of the had the same basic engine as the FI, but sported several upgrades
including new camshafts, larger valves, larger fuel injection throttle bodies, new high
compression pistons, and re-designed combustion chamber. It also had a slimmed down
narrower gas tank. Two models of the Vulcan were discontinued in with the introduction of the
VN These were the VNA introduced in and the first of Kawasaki's modern cruiser style. The VNA
featured a softail design, bobbed rear fender and a inch front wheel. The second, the VNB
Classic was introduced in and had a retro styling that featured full fenders and inch wheels on
both front and rear. Based and built on the same frame, the Vulcan base model, Classic, and
Classic LT have only subtle differences between the variations. The most apparent is the
"bug-eye" chrome nacelle projection headlight that was first introduced on Vulcan VNA base
model. This headlight was the only offering from Kawasaki until the introduction of the Vulcan
Classic VND in , which employed a more traditional headlight. The Classic LT had an
appearance similar to the Classic but added saddlebags, windshield, passenger floorboards
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the riding season! I fully rebuilt both forks they were leaking a little oil so went ahead and
replaced all the seals, bushings, and anything that wasn't in perfect spec. The final drive unit
has all new bearings o-rings, and seals it was starting to leak a little oil from sitting so it was
redone to factory new. It has new NGK spark plugs, red wires, and boots, i replaced most of the
vent lines anything that was old and cracked, new voltage reflectifior, new carb diaphragm and
vacuum diagram. The bike is sporting a new Mac staggered 2 into 2 performance exhaust and
new exhaust gaskets and manifold gaskets. I need the money to pay for other things all defects
are in the pictures or noted the original paint is good shape for its age but the engine has some
light scratches, the tail light has a small crack in it. The only thing the bike has to have is new
cam chain tensioners, light rust spots on the chrome front signal lights, the unit the start button
is located is loose. This bike all most no miles on it since it was rebuilt it had before it was
rebuilt. If you have any questions feel free to ask don't bet unless you really want this bike the
buyer is responsible for the pick up or shipping no warranty and the titel is clean and ready to
be signed over. All parts are of high quality no cheap stuff. Model Vulcan. I am selling my
Kawasaki Vulcan , I just don't have the time to ride anymore. All work has been done by
Everything Motorcycles and I have all the invoices. Reg Rectifier. Back Tire. Oil Cap It has minor
rust due to the age but it has been well taken care off. Project bike, needs love. Does NOT run,
and is sold as-is. Two saddle bags included. Will provide you receipt withall work done, and
clear title. The bike was inspectedat time of repairs, but not current. It is ridden around the block
once a year, and stored in the garage. Webought another bike, so are selling this one. Cash
only. No trades. It is in great running condition with no mechanical problems. Starts right up
and runs strong. Clear title. Cosmetically in good shape, being almost 30 years old it has some
surface rust and isn't all brand new and shiny. Brand new back tire with under miles on it, front
tire pretty new as well with about miles on it. Gas gauge and tachometer work here and there.
All other lights and equipment work fine and problem free. For Sale: Kawasaki Vulcan Final
Drive oil just changed less than miles ago. Bike also has rear shock adjuster. Never Been Laid
down, been taken very good care of, Ready to drive anywhere. Call or Text Jeff for any more
information or if interested Liquid-cooled, V-twin, and shaft drive make this an easy, light, yet
powerful ride. Part of our "Black Friday Sale" - but it's ready today, so why wait? Make Honda.
Model Helix CN Hello, selling a Honda Helix CN, cc scooter odometer currently says Km, which
would be miles. It's a little rough around the edges but it's a solid runner, since I've had it I
replaced the muffler, variator rollers replaced with Dr Pulley Sliders and front brake pads. I'd
say the two biggest issues with the scooter are the condition of the body, missing some plastic
parts and some annoying vibrations at certain RPMs from body panels, and the fuel enrichment
thing the automatic choke isn't working so on cold starts I just have to keep the RPMs up for
about a minute and then its good to go. I also have another carb for it, and a factory service
manual for the scooter. It's a fun scooter that will do highway speeds, I think I just want to try a
dual sport motorcycle. I have the title in my name. Make Yamaha. With lots of financing options
available for all types of credit we will do our best to get you riding. Copy the link for access to
financing. Financing and warranties available on most models for ease of purchase and peace
of mind. Please be aware that additional fees will apply to any added part or accessory. Prices
do not include freight and assembly. Please call for more details. Thousand Oaks, CA. Bayfield,
CO. Baton Rouge, LA. Carthagena, OH. Ravenscroft, TN. Rock Springs, WY. Morristown, TN.
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Submit Cancel. Blending an aggressive ride with a vintage styling and a powerful cc engine, this
bike kicks any experience into high gear. Whether you're commuting to work or enjoying a day
trip, the Vulcan S adds confidence-inspiring performance to every ride. This configuration is the

starting point for shorter to average-height riders. The handlebar is positioned one inch closer
to you for a confident riding experience, while the Reduced Reach sculpted seat is tapered and
moves you two inches forward. This configuration is the starting point for average-height riders.
The handlebar is positioned to accommodate both average-height and taller riders. The Mid
Reach sculpted seat is tapered for an easy reach to the ground and footpegs are placed in the
standard position for optimal comfort. This configuration is the starting point for average-height
to tall riders. The handlebar is positioned to accommodate both taller and average-height riders,
while Extended Reach sculpted seat moves hip support back an inch to provide extra room.
Additionally, footpegs are placed forward for optimal leg comfort. Take command of comfort
with 18 different adjustable configurations to achieve your preferred fit. The compact cc
parallel-twin engine delivers smooth and responsive power. A light overall weight produces
easy handling and exceptional perf
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ormance for a confidence-inspiring experience. Predictable roll-on power contributes to a
confident riding experience as the revs climb, offering a spirited ride in the high-rpm range.
Sportbike-derived chassis and suspension provides light and responsive handling for easy
maneuvering and sporty feel. Sportbike-influenced wheels and tires contribute to the
light-handling feel and provide confident traction. Built to accommodate a variety of riders, the
rear shock features a seven-position preload adjuster that can optimize the rear suspension,
ensuring a smooth, comfortable ride. Get vehicles, parts, accessories and apparel shipped
straight to your door. Sportbike DNA. Sport Cruiser Performance. Subscription Preferences.
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